O ver the last twenty years resistance has grown against technological zeal to prolong life at all costs and to the bitter biological end. There is today a solidly entrenched consensus, both in clinical ethics and in law, in favor of allowing people to die in peace and dignity. Some physicians still seem to be unaware of this, and some particular cases will always provoke agonizing discussion, but the trend against senseless tethering of people to life-prolonging technology is generally serene and probably irreversible.
However, liberation from enslavement to lifeprolonging technology is for some dying people not quite enough. So it was for a young man in the terminal stages of AIDS. He had a head full of projects and wanted to live. Yet,knowinghe would inevitably die soon from AIDS, he asked for sufficient drugs and for instructions in how to use them so that he could time his death to occur before he wasted away and lost his mental competence and this is what he did one night after a going-away evening dinner with his friends. Recently, a young dying woman, utterly lucid, was driving her doctors into a comer of helplessness by her persistent demands for immediate death. She finally accepted her doctors' protestations that giving her death was something they just could not do. They were also . unable to adequately relieve the young woman's constant pain in her legs and feet. She could not accept that pain and felt horribly diminished by the. drowsiness she was experiencingfrom the drugs the doctors were using in their unsuccessful attempt to control her pain. And no, she did not want to be heavily sedated. She wanted to go home and use her freedom there, and her blender, to prepare that one last laced orange drink that would bring her death and relief from the intolerable days of dying through .. which she was having to live.
Sometimes a dying person's request or demand for death is ambiguous and ambivalent. Such requests, though tough to handle, leave space for maneuvering. She is asking for death, yes, but she is also asking for something else; she wants death, yes, but she also wants something of those experiences that make life worth living, however short the time for living may be. In these circumstances, doctors, nurses, family members have pathways they can explore. They can decode the request for death, uncover the other requests the death demand is masking, and then set about achieving what the dying person "really" wants. When demands for death are ambiguous and ambivalent there are still enough pieces on the board for the game to go on. There are still moves that a doctor or nurse or family member, harassed by the dying person's demand for death, can make and, while there are still moves to be made, the dying person's time may run out while the game is being played.
Some will dogmatically claim, and others will desperately hope, that all demands on the part of the dying for death are ambiguous and ambivalent. Wouldn't that be comforting! It would confirm a worldview within which we never have to face our limits, suffer our finitude, and acknowledge our helplessness. But that does not seem to be the way the world today actually works. Some demands of the dying for death are quite definitive, unambiguous, and unambivalent. Death now is what they want and what they are demanding. Those of us who receive and confront such demands have no pieces left on the board and only two moves available: accede to the demand or refuse to do so while continuing to offer care and comfort that may well fall far short of the anguish the dying are experiencing; a care and comfort that may well be rejected. Perhaps there is a third option: to manage to withdraw, to escape from professional involvement with the dying who so rattle us and threaten our self-confidence with their insistent demands for death.
'We all have had opportunities to grieve over deaths that have come too early, but death can also be untimely because it comes too late. Sometimes death is forced to wait because a powerful technology is marshaled to keep someone alive beyond the point when a person's time can be anything more meaningful than an unrelenting sequence of signals of one's own deterioration. At other times life-prolonging technology has nothing to do with death's delay. It is one's own stubborn biology that keeps one's brain and body alive long after one's mindis prepared and waiting to die.Deathis attimes so long overdue that emptiness echoes within each moment of a dying person's day. Human time, though, is for life,not for the slow tasting of death.
I continue to believe that the mission of palliative care and palliative medicine, indeed, the human mission is to give all that we can of our energy and presence, of our life, to the dying so that for a moment flames of contentment and peace will flicker in hearths now seemingly smothered with the flaking grey of lifeless ash. And I have seen it happen that some such moments are enough to bind together a dying person's time, enough to counter the disintegration of the spirit, enough to block death from so filling the space of one's person that the continuing life of body and brain is a torture.
Yet, these moments of grace where two spirits entwined can fill time with peace cannot, I must acknowledge, be commanded into being by an act of will and a snap of the fingers. I have had to crawl away, quite helpless and speechless, and I confess, feeling utterly lonely and powerless when one dying person's mind was so anguished and mastered by the drive to die that my feeble words of peace and comfort became her greater torture. So, yes, the dying at times do demand death. No ambivalence aboutit, thatis what they really want. When these demands push us to the limits of what we can say and do, what then? Some say that to pray is as authentically human as it is to dance, to sing, to think, to work, and to love. Of course, there is a time for everything. When the demands of the dying for death press us to the limits of what we can say or do, is that the time to pray?
